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Litigation Expenses in Eminent Domain Cases: Additional Comments

This memorandum includes additional material relating to litigation expenses

in eminent domain cases. Attached are the following letters:

Exhibit p.
1. Gideon Kanner .............................................. 1
2. Norman E. Matteoni .......................................... 6
3. Gideon Kanner .............................................. 8
4. Department of Transportation ..................................15

POLICY OF THE DRAFT RECOMMENDATION

The Department of Transportation opposes the draft tentative

recommendation. They believe that the proposal will have the opposite of its

intended effect — it would allow litigation expenses in more cases, thereby

lessening the incentive of the property owner to settle. They note that very few

cases go to trial, and those that do are on widely disparate valuation questions or

disputed legal issues. They believe that this measure would increase condemnor

acquisition costs, without good reason. The current scheme that allows the courts

to consider the reasonableness of the parties’ behavior is preferable as a matter of

public policy.

JURY BIAS IN FAVOR OF PROPERTY OWNER?

Sacramento County has argued against a litigation expense standard of

“closer to the award”. Their argument is based in part on their perception that

juries are biased in favor of the property owner, which may help the property

owner obtain an award closer to the property owner’s demand than to the

condemnor’s offer.

Gideon Kanner (Exhibit pp. 1-5) challenges this assertion, arguing that there

is no evidence to support it. He concludes rather that property owners are able to

obtain higher awards at trial because condemnors often offer substantially less

than fair market value.
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The bottom line of all this is that citizens whose land is taken for
public projects are undercompensated on a vast scale. Even when
they succeed in securing the full measure of “just” compensation
that the law allows, they still have to suffer a variety of losses
deemed by law noncompensable, and their award is then further
reduced by the substantial fees they have to pay their lawyers,
appraisers and other experts. That simply isn’t right. People who
wind up in the bulldozers’ path are not some sort of enemy; they
are American citizens entitled to fair treatment by their
government. As of now, they are not receiving it.

LOW BALL TACTICS?

Correction

In the litigation expense debate, it has been alleged that some condemnors

“game the system” by preparing different appraisals for different purposes

(some generated by appraisal staff, others by outside appraisers).

In this connection, Norm Matteoni makes a point of clarification about his

letter attached to the First Supplement to Memorandum 2000-11. His remarks

concerning the use of a staff appraiser or an independent appraiser whose

appraisal may be stripped of certain items of compensation relate only to the

precondemnation offer and the deposit of probable compensation, not to the final

offer. (Our summary of his remarks on this point was in error.)

A Recent Case

A recent court of appeal case is also worth noting. In Community

Redevelopment Agency of Los Angeles v. World Wide Enterprises, 2000 Daily Journal

D.A.R. 1125 (Feb. 1, 2000), the trial appraisal prepared by the condemnor’s

outside appraiser turned out to be 20% lower than the prejudgment deposit

appraisal prepared by the same appraiser (a difference of $200,000). The issue in

the case was whether the property owner would be allowed to impeach the

appraiser’s trial testimony with evidence of the higher prejudgment deposit

appraisal. The court held that evidence of the prejudgment deposit appraisal is

inadmissible — the policy of the law is to encourage an adequate prejudgment

deposit by ensuring that it will not be used against the condemnor at trial. (This

Second Appellate District decision conflicts with a 1994 First Appellate District

decision, setting up a possible Supreme Court determination of the issue.)

It should be noted that the appraiser in this case offered a justification for the

lower trial appraisal. The earlier appraisal was made subject to the assumption
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that the property was in sound physical condition and free of toxic substances.

By the time of trial the condemnor had taken possession of the property,

investigated its condition, and discovered the assumption to be incorrect. The

trial appraisal was reduced to reflect the cost of demolition and asbestos

abatement.

REDEVELOPMENT CONDEMNATION

Gideon Kanner has argued in the past that condemnation for redevelopment

should cover the property owner’s litigation expenses. The Commission decided

at its August 1999 meeting not to develop special rules for redevelopment

condemnation. Mr. Kanner now renews his suggestion.

He encloses a recent article from the Los Angeles Times concerning the failure

of the North Hollywood redevelopment project. He emphasizes that a project

such as this takes private property for “public use” — the public use being to

transfer the property to a private developer at a discount to encourage new

construction.

“But it is unconscionable in light of this prevailing reality to inflict

uncompensated losses on the indigenous inhabitants of redevelopment project

areas in order to facilitate this sort of speculation on the part of private,

government-subsidized redevelopers.” Exhibit p. 9. He argues that a property

owner displaced for a redevelopment project that generates private profit should

recover compensation for all demonstrable economic losses. That should include

the property owner’s reasonable and reasonably incurred litigation expenses

when the owner recovers compensation significantly in excess of the

redevelopment agency’s pre-litigation offer or pretrial offer.

Respectfully submitted,

Nathaniel Sterling
Executive Secretary
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